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PANTAGES THEATRE

ALEX PANTAGES, Owner. li^th at Hidailwax-. Oakland, t al. Ti'lei'lione Oaldaml 71

CHAS. H. NIEMEYER, Manager
Seating Capacity 2,000 Unrivalled Vaudeville 3 Shows Daily—10, 15, 25, 35 Cents

The West's Palatial Picture Palace Dedicated to the Masses

Worlds Greatest Screen Stars in Greatest Plays

The Standard of T. and D. Perfection Guaranteed. Rare Entertainment at

all Times

Pioneers in the World's Greatest Industry

Nowhere in tlie world is tliere a more iJalatial tlieatie than tlie Oakland T. and D.
It is a palace dedicated to the masses where the magnificent screen inasterpieces
from the greatest of producers are placed within the reach of all.

Given the stamp of T. and D. standard, the programs are selected with a care
to please every taste. In addition, added musical and song attractions give each
semi-weekly bill the stariip of perfection.

There is an atmosphere of comfort in the T. and D. theatre that can not be found
in any other show house in Oakland. When the T. and D. theatre was built, it was
designed to attain the collective improvements contained in the finest houses in tlie

world. And in this desire the T. and D. management succeeded. The result is that
Oakland today possesses one of the largest and most beautiful of picture palaces.

Turner and Dahnken are pioneers in the picture game. They have seen it grow
from its infancy—from the makeshift theatres of the old days to the present time,
when pictures have become an art. And they have kept apace with the development,
giving to their theatres the best that time has brought to one of the present day's
greatest industries.

To name the stars appearing at the T. and D. theatre is to include the roster of
all who are great and liave attained pre-eminence in the world over which they rule.

ARTHI'R S.,WENZEL, Manager T. & D. Theatre, Oakland.


